The Megaron Athens International Conference Centre (MAICC) recognizes that it has a responsibility to the health and safety of all persons visiting the venue. In support of this, a comprehensive emergency plan has been implemented to ensure the safety and well being of all the MAICC guests.

The building complies with, and in many aspects exceeds all current statutory requirements in the area of provision for emergencies. The building is equipped with automatic sprinklers, smoke detectors and red fire push-button systems in all areas. These areas have a direct link to the MAICC Control Room which is manned 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

An Emergency Control Organisation (ECO) has been established to deal with all emergency incidents that may affect the safety and well being of all building occupants. All ECO personnel consist of in-house employees and in the event of an emergency it is requested that everyone follow the directions of the MAICC staff.

All visitors to the MAICC are requested to familiarize themselves with the emergency exits, the assembly area located close to their immediate area and to be conversant with the general emergency evacuation procedure.

Any further enquiries should be directed towards the MAICC staff.

In case of emergency inform security or MAICC hostess or push red fire button at locations throughout the building

Control room informed, ECO informed who proceed to location of emergency

ECO assess level of emergency. Duty electrician on stand by.

Announcement for evacuation made through public address system.

Visitors guided to assembly points by MAICC staff through emergency exit doors.

When emergency is under control, MAICC staff guide visitors back into the building.

Any further enquiries should be directed towards the MAICC staff.